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Observers are digital algorithms that combine sensor outputs with knowledge of the system to
provide results superior to traditional structures, which rely wholly on sensors. Observers have been
used in selected industries for years, but most books explain them with complex mathematics. This
book uses intuitive discussion, software experiments, and supporting analysis to explain the
advantages and disadvantages of observers. If you are working in controls and want to improve
your control systems, observers could be the technology you need and this book will give you a
clear, thorough explanation of how they work and how to use them. Control systems and devices
have become the most essential part of nearly all mechanical systems, machines, devices and
manufacturing systems throughout the world. Increasingly the efficiency of production, the reliability
of output and increased energy savings are a direct result of the quality and deployment of the
control system. A modern and essential tool within the engineer's kit is the Observer which helps
improve the performance and reduce the cost of these systems. George Ellis is the author of the
highly successful Control System Design Guide (2nd Edition). Unlike most controls books, which are
written by control theorists and academics, Ellis is a leading engineer, designer, author and lecturer
working in industry directly with the users of industrial motion control systems. Observers in Control
Systems is written for all professional engineers and is designed to be utilized without an in-depth
background in control theory. This is a "real-world" book which will demonstrate how observers work
and how they can improve your control system. It also shows how observers operate when
conditions are not ideal and teaches the reader how to quickly tune an observer in a working
system. Software Available on line: A free updated and enhanced version of the author's popular
Visual ModelQ allows the reader to practice the concepts with Visual ModelQ models on a PC.
Based on a virtual laboratory, all key topics are demonstrated with more than twenty control system
models. The models are written in Visual ModelQ ,and are available on the Internet to every reader
with a PC.* Teaches observers and Kalman filters from an intuitive perspective* Explains how to
reduce control system susceptibility to noise* Shows how to design an adaptive controller based on
estimating parameter variation using observersShows how to improve a control system's ability to
reject disturbances* Key topics are demonstrated with PC-based models of control systems. The
models are written in both MatLabÂ® and ModelQ; models are available free of charge
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As he did with his Control System Design Guide, George Ellis has managed to take a key concept,
the observer, and explain it in terms that the average, practicing, control engineer can understand,
and better yet: Apply. If you believe that all you need to know can be desribed in classical control
terms, then this book is for you. If you shun anything that refers to "modern control theory," or "state
space" then this book is for you. If you've always wanted to apply principles of modern control
theory, but never figured out how to reduce it to practice, then this book is for you. If you're
frustrated by the fact that you're colleagues eyes glaze over when you talk about "State Estimators,"
then this book is for you. Or if you simply want to be the control engineer that takes one or more of
your best control loops up another notch in performance, then this book is for you. In this book,
George Ellis explains, in simple control terms, what an observer is and how it can be applied. Ellis,
provides plenty of information for you to asses the risk/benefit of applying observers to a process,
e.g., how good must your process/sensor model be for the observer to be effective (You'll be
surprised at how robust they are). Finally, Ellis provides many ready-to-run simulation examples,
written in Visual Model-Q, a very powerful control system modeling environment. Visual Model-Q is
in turn available to download at a great price: free!

Observers in Control Systems is a practical guide to observers, and is especially oriented towards
motion control.The author is a respected expert in the motion control industry, and he brings much
experience to this difficult topic, presenting it in a clear and direct format. The author presents
complex topics in a simple to understand fromat, and avoids the often overly complex math found in
the traditional academic oriented texbooks.This book has two novel features. The first is the author's
use of the traditional signal flow diagrams and frequency analysis based approach to explaining
observer theory. This approach makes these concepts much easier to understand, and avoids the
complex and elaborate linear algebra required by other observer textbooks.The second feature is
the use of the dreadily ownloadable simulation program, ModelQ. ModelQ is a graphical simulation,
modeling and analysis program that helps illustrate observer concepts. This software contributes
greatly to the reader's understanding. Numerous examples are included to help illuminate various
observer topics.This book's practical and "hands-on" style makes it a must-have addition to your
control textbook toolbox. You will be able to apply the techniques presented in this book to improve
your control system designs.

This is the only book on observers that I have been able to stick with. The subject is covered in a
very understandable way that allowed me to:1. Make it all the way through the book2. Apply what I
learned in the real world3. Realize significant performance gains from the observer methods
describedOutstanding!
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